SANDERSVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PBIS EXPECTATIONS MATRIX

Cafeteria
Self-Sufficient

Hard Working

A+ Attitude

Respectful

Kind to Others

Successful

-Follow cafeteria
CHAMPS
-Get what you need
the first time you go
through the line
-Put good effort into
cleaning up your
eating area
-Put all trash in trash
can
-Use manners

Playground/Track
-Line up when called
by teacher/staff
-Stay within
boundaries
-Clean up equipment
-Play safe
-Have fun
-Socialize with peers

Assembly

Restroom

-Stay in
assigned area

-Use it
-Flush it
-Wash & leave

-Give best
effort in
assigned task

-Give good effort to
keep the restroom
clean

-Play fair
-Show
-Respond positively
-Use appropriate
appreciation for to redirection
language
speakers/
-Respond
performers
appropriately to peers
and staff
-Follow all staff
-Use manners
-Keep hands
-Voice level 0
directions
-Keep hands/feet to
and feet to self -Respect privacy of
-Use appropriate
self
-Voice level 0
others
voice level
-Use equipment
-Show attention
to speakers/
 serving line- appropriately
performance
Level 1
 tablesLevel 2
 dismissal
line-Level 0
-Keep food on plate
-Include everyone
-Applaud when -Be courteous
or in mouth
-Watch out for others
necessary
when others are
-Wait your turn in
-Respond to
waiting
line
requests
-Allow others to sit
beside you
Make positive academic, social, and emotional choices in all settings each day!

Hallway

Arrival/Dismissal

-Voice level 0
- Eyes on the
teacher
-Entire body facing
forward
-Walk on the first
white tile
-Right side of the
hallway
-Use Shark Stops
-Follow teacher
directions
-Go directly to the
destination

-Move promptly to
destination
-Be responsible with all
materials

-Respect personal
space
-Keep hands and
feet to self
-Respond
appropriately to
staff directions

-Keep hands and feet to
self
-Arrival Voice Level 1
-Dismissal Voice Level 0

-Assist others when
help is needed
-Allow space for
others to pass
through

-Assist others when help
is needed

-Stay on right side of the
hallway
-Give best effort to
transition in a timely
manner
-Respond to others with
positive actions and
words

